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• A radical reform of some
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• Provide a training bursary to all

flexibility in their role in general

• Take the needs of mothers into

• Build a culture of inclusivity.

women going off on maternity

for the duration of the training, or
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Negative stereotypes about

leave. Providing a training bursary
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mothers can be damaging in the
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confidence and refresh skills while
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It’s important to address this with
marketing, sales and delivery teams

• Add an accredited or transferable

• Provide free, mobile-friendly, short

skills-based course component to
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to build a culture of inclusivity for

when designing and delivering

women returnership programmes.
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mothers.

training programmes. Avoid in-

Not all participants are provided

overcome their main barriers of cost

person training days that run from

with employment on graduation

and time and encourages them to

9-5, or running evening sessions,

from these programmes. To counter
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which make it difficult to fit training
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consider your part-time workers
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when providing classroom-based

skills-based training course into
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days.

learning can be translated and

they are away from the workplace.
• Consider the needs of mothers

• Provide flexible working options
to mothers undergoing training.
It’s pointless to offer learning
opportunities without offering some
element of flexibility for mothers to
fit this learning into their life. This is
particularly true of women that are
working for you full-time. Whether
you enable them to have more

transferred to the wider job market
should participants not be hired.
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